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CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... (gavel). .. Good afternoon, Members and the
viewing public. Today is March the l2'h, 2007. The Budget and Finance
Committee will now come to order. At this time, I'd like to introduce the
Committee Members that are here today. We do have Councilmember
Mateo, Anderson, Baisa, Johnson, Molina.
Excused are Members
Medeiros, Hokama, and Victorino. Also I'd like to introduce the members
of the Administration that are with us today. We do have First Deputy
Corporation Counsel Traci Villarosa, along with Carol Gentz, CDBG
Manager; and our Deputy Finance Director Ms ....
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Agnes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Agnes ...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Hayashi.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Hayashi. Sorry, Agnes.
MS. HAYASHI: No problem.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then from the Council Staff, we do have Lance
Taguchi who is the Legislative Analyst as well as Yvette Bantilan, our
Committee Secretary.
Members, at this time, the Chair would like to call for public testimony.
For those of you that will be providing testimony, you do have three
minutes with one minute to conclude, and if you can state your name and
the organization that you represent. Before I call the first testifier, I would
like to ask everyone here to put their pagers as well as their cell phone on
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the silent mode or torn it off so that we won't be interrupted. Thank you.
Our first testifier, and only testifier that has signed up, up to now, is Sandy
Baz from MEO. Sandy.

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

MR. BAZ: Thank you, Chair Pontanilla and Committee Members. My name is
Sandy Baz. I'm the Executive Director of Maui Economic Opportunity
and I wanted to thank you for the opportunity to come this afternoon to
you and explain a little bit about our project that we have in front of the,
the Community Development Block Grant utilizing those funds.
We're gonna be purchasing two ADA wheelchair-accessible vans. One
for the island of Lanai and one for the community of Hana. These two
areas are considered low-income designated areas. And so these funds ...
it will be appropriate to utilize, you know, for these, these buses in those
two areas. As those of you who attended the Lanai and Hana budget
hearings saw in last year the ... actually the Mayor, I think, it was the
Mayor's budget hearings, there was requests from the community
specifically for expanded services in those areas. And so in meeting the
needs of the community, we have applied to the Community Development
Block Grant for funds to purchase these two new buses. So the usage of
the one for Lanai will be primarily for the elderly and disabled. And the
usage for Hana will be primarily for the youth and disabled in, in the Hana
area. But we'd like to leave that flexible to be able to serve anybody in
that community as well.
So, I'll be here as well as my Transportation Director Harry Johnson to
answer any questions if you have any. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Baz. Members, any question for the
testifier at this time? Just for your information, before I call on
Councilmember Baisa, we're gonna take each individual project from the
CDBG grant and at that time I'll also make available for the members
from the organization that's ... are being on the list for CDBG grants to
also be here for Q & A if there's more ques ... , questions and answers that
need to be gotten. So, at this time, I'd like to call on Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Baz, are these ... I
may have missed it in your introductory rem ... , remarks, are these
replacements or are these additions?
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MR. BAZ: These are additions. These are new vehicles. Right now, we
currently have one vehicle on Lanai and two in Hana and we'd like to
expand in those areas.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I see. And with these two buses, will this take
care of your immediate needs?
MR. BAZ: Ah, no. This is just a portion of our needs. There are needs in the
expansion throughout the County and you will see in, hopefully you'll see
in the Mayor's budget when she introduces it on Thursday, areas of
expansion for MEO's transportation system as well.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Very good. Thank you.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Members, any more questions
for the testifier? Thank you, Mr. Baz.
MR. BAZ: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Baz was the only person signing up for
public testimony. Is there anyone else that would like to testify that hasn't
signed up? You know, if you ean come up, provide your testimony.
Make sure that you provide us your name, organization that you represent,
and when you're done with your testimony if you could sign up.
MR. CARNEY: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and Members of the Council. My
name is Kevin Carney. I'm a vice-president with EAH Housing and I'm
here this afternoon to address our re ... , request for Community
Development Block Grant funds regarding the acquisition of Kahului
Town Terrace. I have submitted written testimony, which I hope you all
have copies of. So rather than go through that written testimony, I'd
rather just give you the time to ask me any questions that you may have
regarding it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Carney. Members, any questions for
the testifier? Oh, you guys very anxious yeah this morning . . . this
afternoon. (laughing by Members) Okay, Member Baisa followed by
Member Anderson followed by Member Mateo. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. They say if you snooze
you lose. Good afternoon, sir.
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MR. CARNEY: Good afternoon.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: You are asking for funds to repair Kahului Town
Terrace?
MR. CARNEY: It's part of our acquisition of Kahului Town Terrace that we are
going to be doing some renovations. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: When did you get Kahului Town Terrace?
MR. CARNEY: Oh, we have not yet, ma'am. It is a deal that is in the works
right now with the subsidiary or an affiliate of A&B. We are ... it's, it's
going to be a tax credit purchase, so we would apply for the tax credits
with HHFDC. HHFDC Board, we understand is going to be meet ...
sometime in late April now. We expect a decision maybe by the middle of
May. If that decision is a positive decision then we would probably close
on the sale some time around the end of July.
COUNClLMEMBER BAlSA: I see. Mr. Chair, may I continue?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Yes. Go ahead, Ms. Baisa.
COUNClLMEMBER BAlSA: If I'm not mistaken that is a project that rents to
low-income tenants.
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
COUNClLMEMBER BAlSA: Is it going to continue to be in that use?
MR. CARNEY: Yes, ma'am. Because this is a tax credit purchase we are
committed to those making 60 percent and below of the area median
income. Our commitment through the State will be for 55 years, but we
are a non-profit who does this as, as our mission so we fully intend to keep
it affordable in perpetuity.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: And there will be no displacement of the current
tenants?
MR. CARNEY: Ah, not exactly.
COUNClLMEMBER BAlSA: Ah, could you elaborate?
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MR. CARNEY: Yes, I can amplify that. Yes. It's my understanding that there
are about 20 tenants who currently live there who are over income. By
that I mean they ... their incomes exceed the limit that qualifies you to
live there. Now I can't address as to why they're still there but the latest
report that we have is that there are about 20 people. These incomes ... it
... are, are in a range. Some of them are may be a hundred dollars over
the income limit and others are more than double. In other words, they're
making in excess of $90,000 a year. Yet they still live there. So what will
happen if this tax credit deal goes through, before we take ownership,
these people will be displaced or asked to leave. We cannot take
ownership with them living there because then we lose the tax credits on
those units.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. How many total tenants
live there?
MR. CARNEY: There's 72 units, roughly 156 people.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Seventy-two units. And so of the 20
tenants, some of those are probably husband and wife, and so they don't
really reflect 20 units?
MR. CARNEY: Correct. And there's one-bedroom units, they're two-bedroom
units, and three-bedroom units.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so, you know, isn't there some kind of
... I would hate to see someone kicked out because they make a hundred
dollars over the limit. You know, I mean that kind of ...
MR. CARNEY: I understand what you're saying but as, as I was explaining
earlier to the Council Chair, it's a very deep line in the sand-you cannot
cross it. There's no provision for well what if it's a hundred, what if it's a
hundred and one, what if it's only two?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, so maybe that tenant could say to
their employer, please dock my pay a hundred dollars a month so I can
stay in my home.
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MR. CARNEY: That's an option.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That's an option. But those making
$90,000 certainly don't need to be getting affordable rent. And so what
... at 60 percent and under, what are these units renting for?
MR. CARNEY: Currently?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. CARNEY: I believe the, the three-bedroom units are renting for about 880 a
month. The one-bedrooms are six ... I think 670, 640. I'm looking over
to my project manager 'cause she has a better handle on the numbers than
I do. And the, the two-bedrooms are right in the middle. So, it's seven,
seven something, 730 or something like that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And then when you guys take over
ownership, will you be increasing these rents or changing them in any
way?
MR. CARNEY:
mcrease.

Ah, over time, yes.

We've projected a 3 percent annual

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Three percent annually?
MR. CARNEY: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you very much. And thank you for
doing this 'cause I understand that the ... the contractor the, the, I guess,
the contract for keeping these affordable has expired.
MR. CARNEY: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And they could go to the open market and a
three-bedroom cert ... , certainly wouldn't rent for 880.
MR. CARNEY: Ah, no ma'am. That's exactly why we're here. The, the owner
has the option now to sell these as, as condos. And we don't want to see
that happen either. So that's, that's why we made them an offer to keep
'em affordable rentals.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you very much.
MR. CARNEY: You're welcome.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you Ms. Anderson. Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
Chairman, thank you very much.
And
Chairman, you, you mentioned earlier that during ... when we get into the
item itself that all these individuals would be able to eome down and we'd
be able to ask questions again at that time?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
request, and I'll wait until that time.

Then I'll yield, I'll yield my

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Chair would like to recognize Chairman
Ho ... , Hokama. Thank you for being here this afternoon.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Carney.
MR. CARNEY: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ah, Mr. Carney was the last person to testify this
afternoon. If there's no one else that wanna do public testimony, the Chair
would like, like to reeommend to close public testimony, if there's no
objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Voiced no objections .

. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

ITEM NO. 2:

CDBG
PROGRAM
(C.c. No. 07-30)

2007

(FY

2008

BUDGET)

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much. Members, today we have three
items on our agenda. The first item is BF-2, 2007 CDBG Program (Fiscal
Year 2008 Budget). The Committee is in receipt of a revised proposed
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resolution entitled "AUTHORIZING THE FILING OF AN
APPLICATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, FOR A
GRANT UNDER THE CDBG GRANT PROGRAM". The purpose of the
revised proposed resolution is to authorize the Mayor to execute and file
an application with the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development for a grant under, under the CDBG Program for 2007
Program Year/Fiscal Year 2008.
Second, the document entitled "COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
BLOCK GRANT (CDBG) RECOMMEND PROJECTS FOR FUNDING
PROGRAM YEAR 2001".
A copy of the executive summaries for the recommended 2007 CDB [sic]
projects.
Fourth, the document entitled "Applications Received for DCBG [sic] ...
sorry CDBG Funding in Program Year 200T'.
And fifth, a document entitled "Revised Program Administrative Account
Budget".
And six, various corr ... , correspondence regarding the Annual Community
Assessment Report, Program Year 2005 (July 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006).
Members, before I turn the floor over to Ms. Gentz for her opening
comments, I would like to go over the format for this item. First of all, I
would like to direct your attention to the most recent communication from
the CDBG Office dated March 9, 2007. Following the opening comments
from Ms. Gentz, we will have a question and answer period on the CDBG
process. This will be followed by discussion for each project. We will
take the projects as it appears in the reso. Representatives from each
agency requesting CDBG funds is available to the Committee should you
have any questions. As a final note, I would like to remind the Committee
that the resolution can only be voted up or down. CDBG goes through a
review process ranking each project as it appears in the reso. And I
understand, Members, that the Molokai group has a 2:30 flight to catch,
and that Ms. Gentz if I can have you, you know, provide your testimony
so that we can get these ladies to the airport on time. Ms. Gentz.
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MS. GENTZ: Good afternoon, Chair Pontanilla, and Members of the Budget and
Finance Committee. Thank you very much for your time and opportunity
to discuss with you the CDBG Program and the proposed resolution today.
This year's compre ... , competitive application process included public
hearings that were held in conjunction with the budget hearings in each of
the five community dist ... , districts last September and October. Four
grant workshops for the public were held last October also. Two in
Wailuku and one each on Molokai and Lanai. Individual project technical
assistance appointments were also offered during that time.
The open application period was five-week ... was a five-week period
from November 6 to December II th. Eight proposals were initially
received for eonsideration this year. The proposals were screened for
eligibility and threshold fac ... , factors. One proposal was determined not
to be eligible for, for funding and one application sub ... , subsequently
withdrew from consideration.
Emphasis continued to be placed on project readiness and completion in
this year's rating criteria in evaluating our proposals in order to address
timeliness, which is a key HUD performance measurement of the CDG
... CDBG Program.
I'd like to thank Agnes Hayashi for her guidance and support as I
transitioned into the position of program manager, as well as the CDB
[sic} staff this year and, and this year's funding panel. In addition,
Council Members' input has also been invaluable during the ... to me
during this transition period. The CDBG Program Office will continue to
con ... , consistently look for ways to improve performance of the program
and therefore maximize the benefits to our comm ... , community.
The redacted applications are also available today if we need to refer to
those. The resolution respectively presented to you today is a product of
the competitive application process, now in its fourth year, and is
consistent with the County's five-year Consolidated Plan. All eligible
proposals received this year were evaluated by a panel compromised of
five members and one alternate using a pre-determined rating criteria,
which was publicly disclosed.
The panel's composition included various professionals ... professional
disciplines and experience.
The members included the Deputy
Transportation Director Wayne Boteilho, First Assistant to the Managing
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Director Francis Kau, OED Specialist JoAnn Inamasu, Deputy Finance
Director and former CDBG Program Manager Agnes Hayashi, and myself
making the fifth member, with Housing Commissioner Jo-Ann Ridao as
the alternate. In addition this year, based on the recommendation of the
Mayor, a community member was added to the panel. Council Chair
Hokama recommended Gary Kawano ofMau ... , Maui Lani. Mr. Kawano
participated this year as a non-voting member and will be a full panel
member next year.
I apologize for the last minute rev ... , revision to the resolution, which
occurred last Friday. This rev ... , revision was a result of a ... HUD
informing me of the final program allocation for this year on that Friday
morning. The resolution before you today reflects the final allocation
amount of $2,085,716, a slight increase of approximately $14,000. And
since the Mayor's Budget has gone to print, an amendment will be
required to the Mayor's Budget in order to bring that amount to what is
reflected in the resolution today.
Members, the resolution before you recommends nine-projects, which is a
result of thorough review, careful and thoughtful, and careful and
thoughtful deliberations. These projects address our basic high priority
needs as identified by our community and our County Consolidated Plan.
They include a variety of recipients. These are new to CDBG; are
geographically disbursed throughout the tri-isle County and directly
support all of the low, moderate income concentrated comm . ."
concentrated communities of Molokai, Lanai and Hana; provide a
multitude of various services from public safety, substance abuse
treatment, affordable rental housing, special needs, preschool education,
transportation, and exten . ." extend services to a wide cross-section of
underser. .. , underserved beneficiaries, children, youth, elderly, special
needs, generally ... general, low and moderate income citizens, and it will
serve nearly 2,000 people in our County.
I need to bring one thing to the attention of the Council. I received
guidance from HUD just this morning, and because of recent incidences
nationwide of issues with conflict of interest, HUD is now requiring an
increased level of disclosure. And also we need to apply to HUD for a
written waiver for any conflicts of interest or perceived conflicts of
interest. So I'm going, and I just received this, this morning, and it just
came down from Washington, D.C. last week. So, I'm going to be
requesting of the Council Members, I need you to disclose if you or any
members of your family are either on the boards of any of the
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organizations that we are going to be looking at today. Or if any of your
family members are employees of any of these organizations and I'm
going to need to ask for a written waiver from the HUD Office. Now next
year this will be done as part of the application per ... appear in the
application the disclosure. This year it only has the Board of Directors
and then we ... I will be applying for any required exception earlier than
this.
HUD is aware of our timing on this and they don't see an issue with it
because of just this week recent new guidance. So these projects ... the
projects prop ... , proposed for funding are two alternate projects from last
year that were not funded during the year.
The first one being
pre-development for Ka Hale Pomaikai, an adult transitional residential
facility for recovering substance abusers on Molokai; pre-development for
Na Kam ... , Kamalii Hoaloha Preschool on Molokai; a fire tanker for the
island of Lanai; emergency response trailer and all-terrain vehicle for the
Hana community as well as the island of Lanai; two buses for Maui
Economic Opportunity for the use on the island of Lanai and the Hana
community; rehabilitation of the Kahului Town Terrace Affordable Rental
Housing; improvements and expansion of Malama Family Recovery
Center, Center, a residential substance abuse treatment facility for women
and children; and the construction of ADA compliant wheelchair ramps on
Molokai.
Therefore, I respectfully ask the Members of this community for your
favor. .. , favorable consideration of our funding recommendation in its
entirety with your approval of the CDBG resolution authorizing the filing
of an application with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, United States of America, for a grant under the Community
Development Block Grant Program. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Gentz. At this time, the Chair would
like to call upon Corporation Counsel in regards to the information that we
got this morning for some guidance regarding the new guidelines that
HUD came up with. Corporation Counsel.
MS. VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, my understanding is that due to these new
guidelines, the CDBG Office will be contacting the Council Members to
find out whether there are in fact any potential conflicts with any of the
applicants. And if there are, then there is a process where CDBG will be
applying for a waiver. It's being called a waiver and so I'm, I'm assuming
that that's the process that we're going to be, be following from now on.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. I'd like to follow up on
that. I mean it ... there aren't that many projects here. It seems like any
of us who might feel we have a conflict could just state so right now
without, you know, holding things up any. But my question is ... is HUD
concerned about conflicts that may be beyond the conflict that any
Council Members might have? Like for instance, any of the people who
were on the committee that reviewed this or, you know, any, any other
conflicts besides conflicts with ... and, and I'm assuming that they didn't
direct it at Council Members, but they directed it at decision makers. So
that would apply all the way along the line.
MS. GENTZ: That's correct. So it's not specific to the Council. It's ... and its
directive is not coming due to any issues with Maui County. It's a, a
national directive. And so, if there were any applicants that had some
conflict of interest, the same procedure would need to be followed and
also, as you said, with the panel.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, at this time, the Chair would like
to call on the first recipient as noted on our resolution for approval. This
is Ka Hale Pomaikai, Inc. And again, Members, these are people from
Molokai that need to catch a flight. So, Members, if anyone has a
question in regards to this particular project, you can either call on
Ms. Gentz or call on the recipients themselves. Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. I guess this is
for Ms. Gentz. The application that is on file that identifies the total
expenses that they're ... full amount that they're, they're requesting. This
was a recent submittal or was this a prior submittal that the Department
had on file?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Gentz.
MS. GENTZ: Thank you. This was an alternate project from last year, so this ...
that budget is from their application from last year.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So it's, so this is like a year old. So it ... did
you have a chance of, of verifying whether the 52,000 request for the
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project was in actual this year's dollars or was it based on an earlier
description of what they needed?
MS. GENTZ: Since it was an alternate project and my understanding of alter. .. ,
alternate projects is that they were intended to be funded last year at that
amount. So, no, I did ... we did not verify if, if this was a current
reflection of the amount. You know if this project is approved and then as
an open project if they needed additional funds, they could come back to
the program and request additional funds, and if we had re-programming
funds available they could be made available for this project.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And on the ... I guess in our fold ... in
our binders the recommended 2007 CDBG Project, it lists, it lists Ka Hale
Pomaikai ... and I, I quoted the wrong amount. Excuse me. Instead of
52, it's 89, yeah. Yeah. So, what, what happens, and not only with this,
this particular organization, but what happens when they come and they
tell us that 89,000 for example, is not enough to take care of the initial
need because what we're looking at is a request that's more than a year
old?
MS. GENTZ: At this point, as I mentioned, their option would be to ask for
additional funds as an open project. Now last year was the first year for
alternate projects. And so, as we have a year of experience, we are, are
going to be refining the project ... the process a little bit more and that
might be one area where we would need to address it.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Chairman, I'm, I'm done. I guess
because the, the individuals from Molokai flew over specifically for this, I
would like to request them to come down at least give a little overview of
the project itself.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Mateo. If members of the
organization would come down and provide us with some information in
regards to the organization. Please identify yourself for the record.
MS. MCCARTNEY: My name is Patricia McCartney and I'm the reeovery
partner for Ka Hale Pomaikai on the island of Molokai.
MS. LYNN: Shari Lynn, executive direetor. Again?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Again.
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MS. LYNN: Shari Lynn, executive director. That is the project manager.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Any comments about your organization
that you would like to make at this time?
MS. LYNN: No, but, but welcome.
MS. MCCARTNEY: Thank you.
MS. LYNN: And aloha.
MS. MCCARTNEY: Well actually on, on page.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Please use the mic.
MS. MCCARTNEY: Oh, I'm sorry. I'm not used to this. I'm kind of nervous.
Excuse me. When we wrote this grant out there was the project schedule,
which it says to complete the below table for activities, any that will
precede the . . . receiving these fundings. And it's really interesting
because this is over a year old. . .. (end aftape, start IE) ... We have
completed nine of them on this list right here towards opening up our
facility as a clean and sober house on the island of Molokai.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MS. MCCARTNEY: And briefly, an additional variance to the original
application is that our board has changed and our staff has changed. We
now have two additional staff members on the, on our . . . with our
facility. And we ... our board has added Reverend John Aki, pastor on
Molokai, and Pualani Akaka, Senator Akaka's niece, daughter of
Reverend Akaka. So those are our two new additions if that's any conflict
to anybody. I thought 1'd better mention that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:
Thank you.
Members, any questions for the
organization at this time? No questions. Thank you very much for being
here.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I, I have a question.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I guess it's more nosey than anything
but, but you're here and you've come all this way and I, I just feel like
someone should ask you something. So the ... you, the real function of
your organization is to help people solidify their sobriety, so that when
they get back into society it sticks?
MS. MCCARTNEY: Correct, correct. Right now, we, we do a lot of outreach
work. We ... it's sort of a, a, a fetch-and-catch program. What we do is
we go and fetch 'em in from wherever they are in their state of, of, you
know, non-recovery, and hook them up to services so that they can
recover. And then if they have to go off island or if they unfortunately
went to prison or, you know, some other institution then what we do is we
catch 'em when they come home, and we make sure that they, and we do
everything possible to help them to maintain their abstinence and their
recovery, and get back into life and be part of the community.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And what about those that, you know, don't
have legal problems but they're in recovery? And then you give them a
safe place to extend their reeovery?
MS. MCCARTNEY: That's what we do. That's-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Great.
MS. MCCARTNEY: --that's what we do.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you very much.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Clean and sober support.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
MS. MCCARTNEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Yeah. And ...
MS. MCCARTNEY: We, we don't call our counselors, counselors. We call
them recovery partners and they're pretty much peer counselors although
they may have licenses and they may have college degrees and stuff. We
still call them recovery partners 'cause basically they come alongside,
shoulder-to-shoulder and walk with the person who's new to recovery.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, you know, I think this is really
wonderful that you're able to provide this service. And, and I think it's
important for the community at large to know that this kind of assistance
is out there because it's not just a matter of going through a rehab
program. It's really reintegrating into society in a manner that will protect
you from falling back into drug use or something.
MS. MCCARTNEY: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, and so that's what you guys provide,
right?
MS. MCCARTNEY: We do. And we provide, right now we provide
transportation. Gosh. Over... almost, I would say what over a hundred
and, what was it a hundred and ...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Forty-eight.
MS. MCCARTNEY: A hundred twenty-eight transportations to different various
support groups, you know, for free, since there is no bus at nine o'clock at
night where there's sobriety groups -COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
MS. MCCARTNEY: --and that kind stuff. So, we're, we're, you know, we, we
take 'em from wherever they are to wherever they need to go to maintain
their recovery, and even in some really scary situations.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
influenced by ...

So you're shielding them from being

MS. MCCARTNEY: Well ...
MS. LYNN: We're supporting them.
MS. MCCARTNEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes.
MS. MCCARTNEY: We're, we're just, we're just sort of making sure that they
know that no matter what kind of something happens in their life that
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recovery is still an option, still possible, and there's nothing that taking
another drink, or taking another drug is going to make better for them.
COUNClLMEMBER ANDERSON:
work.

Thank you very much.

Appreciate the

MS. MCCARTNEY: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, ladies.
Member Hokama.

Members, any more questions?

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: If for either of the ladies from Molokai or maybe
from the CDBG Office. Didn't we give this organization funds three, four
years ago? And is, is this a supplemental request to that original request?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Ms. Gentz.
MS. GENTZ: I believe it was $250,000 for the purchase of land and so this
would be the next step in the total project of using that parcel for the
recovery center.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That original funds wasn't for the purchase ofland as
well as the pre-development components?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Uh-uh.
MS. GENTZ: Maybe. Yeah, ah, Agnes.
MS. HAYASHl: Land acquisition only.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Hayashi.
MS. HAYASHl: Council Chair Hokama, the funding was originally approved in
2003 and the Council granted 270,000 to Ka Hale Pomaikai for the land
acquisition and environmental review requirements. Ka Hale Pomaikai
completed the environmental review requirements to my knowledge and,
and completed the acquisition. So that closed that project.
Subsequently, and this is in last year, they reapplied. I shouldn't say the
word "reapplied". They applied for another ... for the project scope of
planning and design only. And so that is considered a separate and new
project.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Was there any balance from the original that could be
reprogrammed into this request?
MS. HAYASHI: As I mentioned previously, the, the initial grant was for 270,000
and when the projeet was closed in 2004-2005, upon closing that project
that money was reprogrammed to another project. And so, there is no
remaining or there's no balance that can be applied to this project.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Hokama. Members, any more
questions? Again ladies, thank you very much for being here. You can
now go catch your flight.
Members, I do have another request from the Police Department. I know
the second item also involves Molokai, but I do have this request from
Captain Hirata that we take up Item No.4 and No.5. At this time, we'll
take up Item No.4, County of Maui, Police Department. And this is a
project on Hana Emergency Response Trailer and this is a procurement of
a cargo trailer and all-terrain vehicle with emergency equipment for the
Hana community district.
And the second item is the County of Maui, Police Department Project:
Molokai Emergency Response Trailer, basically the same thing as the
Hana one. So at this time, the Chair would like to recognize the Police
Department, Captain Hirata, and if you can introduce the gentleman next
you. I would appreciate.
MR. HIRATA: Captain Hirata from the Lahaina Police District. Standing to my
right is Captain Victor Ramos of Molokai.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you, sir. Any comments?
MR. HIRATA: Ah, basically, we're asking for ... to purchase a trailer and an
ATV. The trailer is ... will be used to store the ATV in, in the respective
districts. The trailer will also be used for transporting equipment as well
as doing community displays. We originally asked for a couple other
items but those were deleted. And so, we just basically putting in a
request right now for the trailer and all-terrain vehicle. The all-terrain
vehicles will be used to respond to off-road type of rescue, either rescues
or recovery efforts, rescue efforts, et cetera.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Captain Hirata. Members, any questions
for the Police Department? Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Captain Hirata and --

Thank you, Chairman.

Good afternoon,

MR. HIRATA: Good afternoon.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --Victor. Good afternoon. You know, just for
quick question now you . . . currently there's no trailer or all-terrain
vehicles. So this is not a replacement request?
MR. HIRATA: Well, actually in Molokai and in Hana there is one but whenever
you wanna go out and patrol, you should always have two officers. So
that's why we're requesting the, the second one. The, the other ATV was
purchased with other funding and so the second ATV we're requesting
CDBG funding as well as the trailer to transport and store them will be
coming from CDBG.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, good. Well two is always better than
one I say. So thank you.
MR. HIRATA: It's good to have back up right then and there because you might
be a long ways away.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: That's right. Okay. Thank you. Thank you,
Chair.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you, Member Molina. Member Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Captain Hirata, so our understanding is that you're
current fac ... , equipment is being stored at Mau ... , Maui Fire Department,
Hana Station? I think that's what we get from the narrative.
MR. HIRATA: The ... I know that they have it under cover. I'm not sure if it's
at the Fire Department or at the Police Station but at, but it should be, it
should be in some type of enclosure. And that's what the trailer is
designed to do is provide impervious cover for these, for these vehicles.
Especially in Hana in a rain forest.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Right. So this new vehicle would be stored the same
place your existing equipment currently?
MR. HIRATA: This would be ... the trailer will be probably held at the Hana
Police Station in the parking lot. The trailer is, is pretty weatherproof
being aluminum. So, it's rather weather, weather-resistant.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And then Captain Ramos, the Molokai
equipment would be stored where, please?
MR. RAMOS: It's gonna be stored in the, the parking lot, the main parking lot
right in front of the station. We have a camera there to add for extra
security. We may also store it at the police cottage. We have two police
cottages in Kaunakakai, and we have room in between those cottages to
make sure that they're secured properly.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Any you, you currently also have one at the district.
And this would be a second and would be either your tandem or your
backup equipment?
MR. RAMOS: That's correct. Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokarna. Members, any more
questions for the Police Department? Thank you, Captain Ramos, Captain
Hirata for being here this afternoon. At this time, I would like to call on
the Department for any comments in regards to this Item No.4 and NO.5
regarding the Police Department.
MS. GENTZ: Not at this time.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Members, after the presentation by
Ms. Gentz in regards to our opening statement, the Chair would like to
continue the discussion in regards to what the administrator discussed with
us in regards to the guidance from HUD. If there's any questions
regarding that issue. I know Member Anderson had made a suggestion
that we at this meeting identify ourselves who sits on the boards. And I'd
like to note that when ... whenever we, we do our disclosure forms, and I
think we do it twice a year, we do disclose the membership as far as what
boards and commission that we do sit, sit on. I don't know if that suffice.
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If can have some comments from Corporation Counsel in regards to the
disclosure forms, if that would be sufficient.
MS. VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I believe in discussing this new guidance from
HUD with CDBG, HUD may be requiring other, other types of
disclosures. For example, it was mentioned, not only are the Council
Members or the Committee Members themselves, we know whether or not
they're on boards and commissions, but also perhaps family members, and
I'm not sure what family they're talking about. As you know, for, for a
Code, for Maui County Code of Ethics purposes, we look at dependent
family members, but I'm not sure if that's HUD's requirement. And they
also mentioned employees. So, I don't believe that those other pieces of
information are on the Code of Ethics disclosure forms, so there may be
additional information that the Members would have to provide.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Analyst, Mr. Taguchi, can we have the
Department provide us with some guidance in regards to the request by
HUD? If letters can be drafted to each of the Members, as well as to the
recipients regarding employees or members, that may be in conflict of
interest.
MR. TAGUCHl: Chair Pontanilla, we, we can draft the letter to the CDBG
Manager requesting that a . . . information regarding the requirements
from HUD as well as a possible format that she would like Council
Members to sign. Also another consideration would be the fact that not all
Members are present here today. So, it's probably best to have this all
done via correspondence.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Ms. Gentz, would this suffice for now?
MS. GENTZ: Yes, yes. I will work with the, the staff to get that to the Council
Members.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay. Members, continuing on the second
item on our resolution for CDBG is the Molokai Community Service
Council. And at this time, the Chair would like to call on Ms. Gentz to
provide us more information.
MS. GENTZ: This is the second alternate, alternate project from last year that
was not funded. And it's being recommended for funding this year. And
it is for pre-development planning and design as well as environmental
re ... , re ... , review requirements for the development of an infant and
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toddler childcare facility on Molokai. And the applicant attempted to be
here today what ... but wasn't able to make it. She is available by phone
if you have any specific questions. And at this time, it's my understanding
the applicant does not have a specific site for the facility and so that will
be part of what they will be doing during the pre-development phase is
identifying a site.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, if ... there's an opportunity here
to call the applicant via telephone, telephone conference if anyone here
this afternoon would like to have the recipient be called or, you know,
Ms. Gentz is here to answer some questions if you do have questions
regarding this particular organization. So, Members, any questions for
both? Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. And I, I think
the questions is for myself, Chainnan, is I'm satisfied just being able to
ask the Coordinator questions regarding the organization. Ms. Gentz, one
of the, one of the issues with this same organization the last time around
was the fact that you just mentioned that there was no site control.
Because they still have no site control, your ... what makes it different
now that, that recommendations prior would be to deny because of the
lack of, of site control versus now when we can take a look at supporting
the Department's or your organization's recommendation to approve?
MS. GENTZ: Last year when it was an alternate project, it wasn't that funding
was denied. It just was that there wasn't funding available. So, the
funding recommendation was made last year. And actually the, I believe,
the full request was greater than just the 52,000 for pre-development. At
that time, it was ... the funding recommendation was 52,000 for planning
and design and an opportunity for them to work on a specific site. I think,
my understanding from the applicant, it's kind of a chicken-and-egg
situation in which they didn't have funding, so it was hard for them to
move forward and make a commitment. And so, they believe that with
this funding they would be able to take steps this year.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And have you followed up with, with the
preschool to see whether or not they're, they're successful in their
attempts to actually secure a site?
MS. GENTZ: At this time, they have not yet secured a site. I'm sorry I maybe I
misunderstood that question.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Well apparently ... have you had ...
when was the last time you spoke with this particular organization?
MS. GENTZ: It was the end of last week. And ...
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And so, the end of last week, did they
have specifics in terms of exactly where they're looking at locating this
preschool?
MS. GENTZ: At that time, they represented to me that they were looking at two
possibilities. One was at their current site at the Pap ... , Baptist Church in
Kaunakakai. And the second possibility was ... Home Pumehana. And
those were the two sites that they were investigating at this point.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And, and you're confident that at, at this
point with the $52,000, they'd be able to do actual plan and design for the
actual next phase, which is the construction phase. You're, you're
confident because, to me, I had, I look at and 52,000 will do what on land
you don't even know where it's gonna be. So, you gonna do planning and
designing for what?
MS. GENTZ: Maybe Ms. Hayashi might have additional comments to this, but I
believe last year the recommendation was made that you ... they didn't
really need a specific site in, in order to do architectural plans and that
type of thing. That if they were, if they took that step that would give
them a better idea of what costs would be involved in the project, and be a
step in the direction of making their, their project actually happen. I don't
know.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Hayashi.
MS. HAYASHI: If I may add my last conversation with these applicants were
over a year ago. But if I may just clarify at the time that this applicant
applied in 2006 their application requested $450,000, and it included
architectural planning and design, environmental review requirements,
permitting,
construction
documents,
preparation,
construction
administration, and construction. It was for the entire project from site
control all the way to completion of an actual facility.
At that time, the CDBG Office ... we believed that, that it was important
recognizing that it passed minimum threshold but also recognizing the fact
that it was the lowest-ranked project. It did warrant consideration for
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funding. However, we did not have the funds to fund this project, number
one. And number two, because it lacked site control, but it had potential
for meeting the needs of Molokai and serving its youth.
The discussion, as I recall, with this applieant was that we could fund
them some preliminary monies should funding become available for the
alternate projects. Please understand that this was the fourth-ranked
alternate project. So, we had funded eight projects and there were four
alternate projects. So, the potential for this project to be funded was very
diffieult to assess but being that it was the fourth ranked and with
representation from the applicant that they would still ... they would need
time to find and would take the time to find site ... an appropriate site.
We agreed that some funding may be helpful so that they may move
forward, so that when funding did become available, and we had hoped it
would be later in the year. We did not anticipate that no funding would
become available. But from a timing standpoint, when they would get this
money, it would, it would work towards their benefit. Because funding
did not become available for any of the alternate projects last year, we did
not cross that bridge, you know, obviously.
However, considering that they had no site control, their funding
recommendation by the panel was significantly reduced to address that
very fact from 450,000 to 52,000, just so that they could start. At that
time, as I recall, they had, they had a site in mind. And I thought it was a
matter of negotiating it, and then they could use funds for it to
immediately go into environmental review requirements and some
preliminary design work. But that was the intent of funding this project as
an alternate.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you, Member Mateo. Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, I see that
originally they planned to design and build a 2,600 square foot building on
property owned by the Molokai Health Foundation in Kaunakakai. That is
no longer an option I take it?
MS. GENTZ: That is my understanding. It's no longer an option.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, you know, I find it har ... , I find it hard
to imagine spending this money for architectural engineering, planning
and design, in the amount of 41 ,000, and then an environmental review in
the amount of 11,000, if you don't have a site. It seems to be the first
prerequisite. I mean you wouldn't design a building until you knew where
you're gonna put it. So will this money just sit there until they find a site?
Is that going to be a prerequisite to the ... to using this money?
MS. GENTZ: As part of the recipient agreement. Yes, we can put stipulations on
it. I mean the funds are made available after the expenses are incurred and
so the ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I see they have to spend their own money
first?
MS. HAYASH!: And if I may interject? What we are reeommending to fund
here is environmental review requirements. And so, they would need the
site in order to do this activity. And no other ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That's just what I said, including the design
of the building.
MS. HAYASHI: And no other funding would be approved until environmental
review is completed and that's, that's a requirement for all projects.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Vh-huh. But then again, you can't do the
environmental review until you've done the engineering, planning and
design. I mean you can't do that until you have a site. So, let's just hope
they find a site real quick.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thanks.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Mr. Chair, I am a big advocate of early childhood
education. I believe it's the key to, you know, success in future life. But I
do have some experience with preschools on Molokai having been the
director of MEO and having to close two Head Start Centers on Molokai
because we could not get sufficient children to fill those centers. And I
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understand at the moment there still is no waiting list in Head Start on
Molokai. So, we might want to, maybe do a little bit more feasibility.
The other thing is I share the eoncerns about not having a site, having built
many buildings myself. Nothing comes together until you have that site
because you know you can't plan where you're gonna get the money or
how you're gonna do it or anything until you know more or less where
you're gonna put it.
The other thing that I'm ... I am excited about and happy to hear was the
idea of an infant and toddler center 'cause you know that is a real need and
we're very fortunate that we have one here on Maui-that's Kahi Kamalii.
However, I caution everyone that trying to find a staff, a qualified staff, to
meet the licensing requirements, to run an infant toddler program is no
small feat. It is very, very difficult. So maybe there might be a little bit
more feasibility work done here, but it's a wonderful idea for the children
of Molokai, if we can do it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. Just dovetailing
off of that concern. This is an unusual request, I ... if I could parallel that
with or create an analogy where if you're going to the bank to borrow
some money or receive some funding and needless to say if you wanted to
go and for example build a house. That's one of the first questions that
you would be asked. Is okay where you want to build this house but you
don't have an answer for them. So, what kind of deadline are you going to
give the applicant to find the site in order to get this funding? Any
specific time, timetable you looking at?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Department?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: At this point.
MS. GENTZ: We haven't come up with a specific timeline at this point. We
need to work with the applicant on that.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Can . . . maybe . . . a question,
Mr. Chair. Mr. Chairman, so if we approve this today then this gotta go to
one reading, two readings with the Council?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: This is a resolution.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: One reading.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
until .. ,

Okay, one reading, so which wouldn't be

CHAIR PONT ANILLA: March.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
April, I guess.

When's the next Council Meeting?

Early

CHAIR PONTANILLA: End of March, I think so.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, so the Council would have the power to
put some kind of proviso in this as well? We could consider that. I don't
know. Maybe question for Corp. Counsel.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I, I think the caution is the up or down. And, and if the
Department can provide us with some comments and/or Corporation
Counsel in regards to Members Molina or Member Molina's question.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I'm, I'm sorry to be making trouble but you
know as was explained to us earlier this has been over a year now. You
know, and we still ... the site hasn't been designated yet. So, it just opens
up, at least for me, just more questions to probe into this matter a little
more. So, I'm sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Gentz or Corporation Counsel?
MS. VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, it would really depend on the proviso that you
were anticipating. Bee ... , since CDBG started this new process, the
process really needs to be followed, I guess, you know, from beginning to
end. This is the process that the HUD, the HUD folks have recommended
to the County. So, major substantive changes that Council could require
the process to start over again. And then you have the issue of delay and
the timeliness issue. But it would depend on the proviso that you were
considering, I think.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Chairman. And one more
question for the Department. So, how long has the money ... they have
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up until what time they have to use the money? What's the expiration, I
guess?
MS. HAYASHI: Okay. Councilmember Molina, typically our sub-recipient
agreements require for a perfonnance schedule of 12 months.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MS. HAYASH!: And however, there is ... we do allow opportunities for the
sub-recipient should they have valid justification to extend. They may
request in writing to extend. But after a 24-month period, the practice has
been to put them on a closer monitoring and by the third or fourth year,
there is increased, increased, I guess, requirements by the CDBG Office to
deobligate, ifthere has been no activity.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. Thank you, Chainnan.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Molina. Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Johnson. Anyway, I ... just so I'm clear
because we went through this, and for the benefit of the some people that
were not, you know, here before. It's my understanding ... we just either
take this as a package or reject the whole thing as a package. And
anything that the Council does is basically just receive a, a little report, an
update. And so, I'm just curious, Mr. Chair, why we're going through all
of this picking and pulling and everything else if it's kind of like a 201 G,
we either take it or we leave it. ... (end of tape, start 2A) ... if that's my
understanding that ... and then let's say we were to find that the majority
of these projects were not agreeable to us. What is the timeline? What's
the downside of this?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: What's the option?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Department?
MS. GENTZ: Councilman Johnson, yes, you're correct that the Council approves
this in it, its entirety. I'm... we're under an obligation to get an
application into HUD by May 15 th And so with this schedule that would
be hard for us to do if we, if you vote this down today we would be
required to go out for another RFP and begin the process all over again.
And so that would be problematic at this point.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and it's my understanding that that's
always the situation. That's what we ran into before when Agnes was,
you know, here before us because part of the thing, I think, was to
depoliticize the selection process. And then also to, I guess, just have one
application so that it could go through and meet all of the deadlines that
you have to meet as CDBG Coordinator. Is that correct?
MS. GENTZ: Yes, Councilman ... , Member, that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So, our only option at this point given
the time constraints is to just approve. Is that your understanding, Mr.
Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, that's my understanding. And, and the reason
why for Members to ask questions is to get a, a fairly good idea, you
know, out ... our track record or, or things that they have on their mind
that need to be answered by the Department themselves. So, I welcome
the questions from the Members in regards to the funding by CDBG
Office.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Okay. Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, and in addition to, to your comment,
Mr. Chairman, it also gives the Department the opportunity to apply the
appropriate conditions on the subservient agreements that is drafted
between the Department and the recipient. So, so, I think personally that,
that, you know, I think this is an opportunity for all of us because for most
part we really don't see. We receive but we don't, we don't actually have
the opportunity to cover it as thorough when we have the resource
available right in front of us. So, for myself, I appreciate this opportunity
and working with the Department, this allows opportunity for whatever
condition that they would need to apply on the recipient.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Mateo. Okay. Any more
questions in regard to the second item, Molo ... , Molokai Community
Service Council?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Ah, Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, with regard to reprogramming as
Ms. Hayashi said, there was a window of time in which these monies had
to be expended. Is it possible that let's say a site could not be acquired
that these monies would then be available so a reprogramming would at, at
least be able to occur? Is that a possibility?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's my understanding.
MS. GENTZ: That's correct. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And-MS. GENTZ: Well, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: -- would that need Council approval also?
MS. GENTZ: No. If the, if the applicant could not use the funds, it would be
deobligated and then be available to be reprogrammed to other open
projects.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I believe, Mr. Chair, that we do get a
report though ifthere are reprogrammed monies. Is that correct?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any more questions, Members? Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, just, just for information purposes.
The preschool that we're talking about and the services they want to
provide is, is a, is a program that I, I would definitely support for our
community just because of the reality of the lack of services. And my, my
major issue was the lack of site control that we discussed with your
organization and with the Department. However, I, I had been made
aware that they are currently negotiating with two different landowners in
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this particular point searching for a, a final agreement on the potential to
purchase. I just wanted to share that additional information.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you, Member Mateo. That's my
understanding. Any more questions for Item No.2? If not, thank you
very much.
We go to Item No.3, County of Maui, Department of Fire and Public
Safety. In the audience, we do have Chief ... the Fire Chief here and a
fire fighter. Chief Kaupalolo, can you introduce your fire fighter?
MR. KAUPALOLO: Thank you. Good afternoon, Chair. And good afternoon,
Council Members. I, I have with me today, Fire Fighter Louis Romero.
Louis is very active in our grant writing program. In particular, he wrote
this grant for us and numerous others. He also is from Lanai and he's
currently stationed there, but he lives on MauL So, Louis. I'll be able to
entertain any questions.
I think before you we have a request for a CDBG grant for a water tanker
for Lanai Station on the island of Lanai. The tanker would suffice what
we have on, on Lanai now, which is an aging water tanker that's been on
tremendous strain of repairs and, I mean, lately just been, its tank just
started to leak a little bit more. We've been patching it so this would be a
great addition for us to have an equipment there that's going to be one to
allow us to perform the work we need out there and to continue to raise
thc level of service we need to for the island of Lanai. If you have specific
questions about the tanker, Fire Fighter Louis Romero would be able
to ... glad to answer them.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chief. Ms. Gentz, any comments?
MS. GENTZ: Not at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any comments for the Chief here
this afternoon? No comments?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We're on the tanker, Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: One question, please.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chief, Mr. Romero, thank you. While I am very
pleased to see this request, I hope we are supporting this request with
appropriate housing for the equipment. I am tired of seeing our big
investments in half million dollar equipment to be sitting outside in
weather that would take away from the life expectancy of our investments.
So, you have any comments for us this afternoon regarding the next half of
this project, which is storing this equipment properly?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chief?
MR. KAUPALOLO: Yes, I'm gonna let Fire Fighter Louis Romero bring us up
to speed and up to date on what we have at this time on Mol. .. , on Lanai.
Louis, if you would.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Romero.
MR. ROMERO: Council Chair Hokama, we are in the process of remodeling
our ... the Lanai Fire Station. The two apparatus bays, as you know, we
received a, a new wildland pumper last year through our 2004-2005
CDBG grant. And it was a little too tall for the station. So right now, we,
we found the contractor and they should be starting within a few months
to remodel both apparatus bays so that the wildland engine and hopefully
our new water tanker ... wildland tanker will be parked and secured in the
fire station.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Are you planning to relocate the existing tanker to
another station?
MR. KAUPALOLO: Thank you. Actually, I believe the old tanker, it's a 1991
autoclave truck. More than likely we, we would, would see if it needs to
stay there for a while, but eventually I think that vehicle will be returning
back to Maui for great needed either repairs to be a third-hand type of
stand-by reserve truck out there. But it is an older truck and it is really,
ah, ah ... gone through a lot of the work that it has. So, it may ... we
haven't made a final decision on to have it remain there. We'll, we'll see
as the months go by out there. It may, may want to warrant to stay there
for a while more.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Mr. Hokama.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chief, this is on your replacement schedule of capital
equipment for the Department, would it not be?
MR. KAUPALOLO: The tanker, yes. That would be on the replacement
schedule and this is actually a replacement for the existing tanker that's on
Lanai.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank, thank you, Chairman.
Welcome, Member
CHAIR PONTANILLA:
Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
Victorino. Members, any more questions for Chief? Seeing none. Thank
you very much, Chief.
MR. KAUPALOLO: You're welcome, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And Fire Fighter -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Louis.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Louis for being here.
Okay. The next item on the resolution is No.6, Maui Economic
Opportunity, Inc. (MEO). Ms. Gentz, any comments?
MS. GENTZ: Not at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, we do have representatives from
MEO here this afternoon if they could come forward. And Members, if
you do have any questions ... Members, any questions for representative
from MEO?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Just one quick question, Chairman?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Member Hokarna.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: To Mr. Baz. I heard your earlier testimony.
MR. BAZ: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Although I was not present in the Chambers. I did
listen to your testimony, Mr. Baz. And I'm ... I would say I'm very
happy to hear your willingness to look beyond just the specific, I guess,
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application because my, my thing for Lanai
underserved youth population.

IS

that we also have the

MR. BAZ: Correct.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And there's times when we're gonna need your
organization or this vehicular ... vehicle to not only address our senior
needs but also our youth needs. And I just wanted to be up front that I am
great. .. , I greatly support that. And I want it to be said on the record that
we did discuss it if it ever comes up why someone may decide that the ...
our youth cannot be served. My understanding this afternoon, Chairman,
is that they can be served although there is a specific comment about
taking care of our eld ... , elders in our community.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Baz.
MR. BAZ: Thank you. Yes, we did actually take that into consideration when we
were writing the application and wanted to define it as primarily elderly
but available to the community. Also, we like that the CDBG funds can,
can be used, you know, for community as on Lanai, Hana, and Molokai,
instead of specifically to a certain population. And we do agree with that
very much. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions for Mr. Baz?
None. Thank you very much for being here this afternoon.
MR. BAZ: You're welcome. Thank you.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Yep.
MS. GENTZ: Excuse me, Chair.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Ms. Gentz.
MS. GENTZ: I, I do need to, to bring it to the Council's attention that this
application, as you're well aware, there are Memb ... , your Members that
are on the board of MEO. And so that will be included in my application
for the wai ver.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, thank you for that infonnation. Thank you.
The next item on the agenda ... on the resolution is Item No.7, Hui
Kauhale, Inc., and this is a rehabilitation of Kahului Town Terrace
Affordable Rental Housing. Ms. Gentz, any comments?
MS. GENTZ: None at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, we do have two individuals that
are from E H A [sic} here this afternoon. Members ... Member Mateo, I
think you had a question earlier.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
Yeah. First of all, good afternoon and thank you for being here. E H A
[sic}, you are an organization from ...
MR.CARNEY: EAH.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: E A H, see how much I know.
MR. CARNEY: It's stands for Economical Association for Housing. Our home
office is in San Rafael, California, been operating in Honolulu since
September of 1996.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And... you, you operate, how large an
operation in, in Honolulu?
MR. CARNEY: In Honolulu, I've got 37 people on my staff, majority of those
are all at our on-site projects. We currently manage seven properties.
And we, we own two properties.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. The, the request for CDBG, the 250,000
that, that you're requesting that is to do improvements or. ..
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Improvements to, to the units?
MR. CARNEY: To the, to the units and the building.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: To the units and the building. So that breaks
down to per unit, you're looking at spending an area of.
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MR. CARNEY: Roughly, try ... , trying to do the math here, my roughly around
$6,000 per unit.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And that, that is a requirement so that
you can qualify for the credits to, to spend "X" amount of dollars per unit.
MR. CARNEY: Ah, it helps, yes. When, when we're going in to acquire a
building if we're gonna go in and, and improve the building at the same
time. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
negotiations with A&B?

Okay.

And you have already entered into

MR. CARNEY: Yes, we have. We, we have an agreement with them for the
acquisition subject to the award of the tax credits.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And in the ... what is the, what is the
unlikely event of not being able to, I guess, consummate this, this pending
sale?
MR. CARNEY: To be honest with you it's looking very good at, at this point in
time. We, we understand that the, the State has money this year and given
the number of applicants, we believe we stand a very good chance of, of
getting the tax credits. Not only for this project but also for our new
development project that we're working on in Ewa Villages on Oahu.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. So, so ... in, in, in part then your
commitment is that this particular facility remains affordable in perpetuity,
which I heard you say earlier.
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And I, I guess this facility does not ... your
facilities does not finance each other or, or maintain -MR. CARNEY: No. They're stand alone.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: -- each other?
MR. CARNEY: They're stand alone.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay.
MR. CARNEY: We will ... because it's a tax credit, we, we will have a, a
limited partner investor to ... in this project to purchase those tax credits.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And then would I be ... you can tell me
it's none of my business, but what is the projected sale?
MR. CARNEY: It's in, it's in my testimony actually. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah.
MR. CARNEY: And it comes out to roughly $190,000 per unit.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And for the total project site?
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: For the total project?
MR. CARNEY: Yes, it's a little over 13 million. I can tell you exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: The reason that I'm asking is because we're
seeing your information. The public is not.
MR. CARNEY: Yes, 13,680,000.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. Earlier you, you say that 20
families will be displaced?
MR. CARNEY: Correct. If, if nothing changes between now and then. Some of
them could move out between there. But currently, based on the current
rent roll, that's correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Out of these 20 families, do you, do you help them find
housing? You know, you tell 20 families to okay, you're not qualified to
be in this place and, is, is there any mechanism that you folks do to
support finding homes for these 20 families?
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MR. CARNEY: We will work with A&B on that. Again, we, we will not be the,
the ownership entity at the time that happens. A&B will be the ownership
entity. We will not take ownership until that, that displacement occurs.
Typically the way it happens is that the, the owner will offer an incentive
for these people to move out. A cash incentive to be explicit and that cash
incentive will probably vary based on, based on their current ineomes.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: It's my understanding if I remember correctly that
this project is managed by Hale Mahaolu?
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: And they will not be involved in the asking the
clients to leave?
MR. CARNEY: I would assume they will because they're the current manager.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: That's going bc hard. Thank you.
MR. CARNEY: Yeah, I, I under ... , understand your concern ma'am, but it's
either, it's either 20 people move out or almost 72 people move out is the
bottom line if this property is not saved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well, I might as well ask the question.
MR. CARNEY: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Were you the only bidder for this? Was it a bid
process?
MR. CARNEY: No, it wasn't a bid process. We were approached by A&B. So,
I don't under ... , I, I don't have any knowledge of whether they got
previous offers or not and what those offers were.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Carney.
Members? Member Hokama.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Just so you can understand this. This request is
$250,000, Mr. Carney, is so that this project can qualify for certain tax
credits or tax advantages that require a certain amount of, let me get the
right term, to qualify for ... to be substantially rehabilitated. Is, is that a
good understanding on our part?
MR. CARNEY: Ah, yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And just so we are clear ... this Committee is
clear. And I'm looking on Page 3 of, of what is
under tab five,
Hui Kauhale, Inc., Kahului Town Terrace Financing Narrative. And on
the bottom of Page 3, I believe this would be your language on this
application: "As a result, we anticipate requesting a 0% rate of interest on
both the CDBG loan requested in this application as well as State Housing
Trust Fund loan." So, is this a loan we're looking at?
MR. CARNEY: No, sir. It's a ... it says "0% rate of interest". I think they use
the term loan and grant interchangeably because of the "0%", yeah.
CHAIR PONT ANlLLA: Member Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: May I hear from the office, please?
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Go ahead.
MS. GENTZ: In reviewing the application, we noted that, and we're a little
confused by that too, and in talking to the applicant, and my understanding
was that it was not a loan. That they were requesting this as a grant.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that clarification. So,
Mr. Carney, did A&B maintain this property, this, this asset in a
reasonable manner that ... even doing so there needs to be a need of
reinvestment so that it can qualify to be substantially rehabilitated?
MR. CARNEY: Ah, yes, sir. I believe they ... I believe they did. I, I think they
did a, a pretty good job of, of maintaining it. We wouldn't be interested in
it if they weren't. Understanding in the tax credit proeess ... it's a
competitive process and they look very favorably when you have local
County support. You actually get, I believe, some points for that. And so
anytime, we, we do an acquisition like this, we always go to the local
County to request support in the way of funding to achieve those
additional points, so that we can be competitive in the process.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh. So with this say it's 10,000 per unit
reinvestment to rehabilitate. What, what are we really looking at as far as
actual improvements to a unit? Wider doors so that it's easier for
wheelchair accessibility, flooring, basin heights. I mean what are we
looking at for this money?
MR. CARNEY: They're ... they already have ADA accessible units there, so we
We're looking at bathroom
don't foresee expanding that at all.
renovations, kitchen renovations, flooring, and re-roofing. And also I
understand there's termite damage to a couple of the foundations, so some
funding may go to that as well.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And this could be all re ... , reaffirmed. I
would assume through your appraisers report that made a inspection of
this asset.
MR. CARNEY: Correct. We had a capital needs assessment done actually after
our application was submitted. Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So they will be ... that would, that document would
be able to re-verify the need for the re-roofing and the fixtures,
replacement, or whatever you've already noted for us this afternoon.
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
questions? Member Anderson.

Members, any more

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. I'm sorry I didn't catch
your name.
MR. CARNEY: Kevin Carney.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Car ...
MR. CARNEY: Carney.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Carney. Okay. So, Mr. Carney, on the, on
the submittal it looks like there's going to be $750,000 worth of
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improvements made. And so, will your, will your organization be kicking
in the additional 500,000 to do the improvements?
MR. CARNEY: That will be part of our, our financing package. There's a
number of levels of financing and that's, that's where we'll be getting the
funding from. Primarily from the sale of the tax credits and then that's
going to be supplemented by our request for Rental Housing Trust Funds.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so that ... I mean that's a lot of
improvements. And as you said, cap ... , ten ... approximately 10,000 per
unit. Aren't you going to have to have people move out while you do
these kind of things?
MR. CARNEY: We hope not. No, because there's no place to have 'em move
out to.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, so, I mean.
MR. CARNEY: So.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You're gonna be renovating their kitchens
and bathrooms while they're living there?
MR. CARNEY: We, we haven't addressed the ... got into the construction
details as exactly how that's gonna work, but we've done it before. Yes,
ma'am.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could you explain to people, to us and
those who may be watching exactly ...
MR. CARNEY: Could I add a little bit more detail on that, I guess, as to how that
would typically work in a, in a project?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You mean as far as-MR. CARNEY: The renovation.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --renovation while people are living there?
MR. CARNEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Sure, go ahead.
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MR. CARNEY: I mean if when people vacate, we would ... , wouldn't typically
release the unit. We would hold the unit and so that we can go to another
unit, renovate it, transition those people into the vacant unit while we're
renovating their unit, and et cetera. That's, that's the way it would
typically work. So when ... as people move out, we wouldn't fill it up
right away. We would hold it so that we could get through our renovation
schedule.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So people are actually going to have to
move out of their unit while you renovate?
MR. CARNEY: Most likely. Yes, ma'am. Depending on the extent, but if we're
going to tear out their kitchen and their bath, probably, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I guess they'd wanna move. So,
thanks for explaining that. And, and then could you explain briefly how
these tax credits works? I mean obviously there's an incentive for you to
come from Oahu to buy this property, and get the financing to renovate it
to the tune of almost a million dollars, in order to get tax credits. So,
please explain how that works.
MR. CARNEY: I'll try to keep it simple if I can. It's very ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I know it's complex.
MR. CARNEY: It's, it's very complex and it comes under Section 42, I believe,
of the Internal Revenue Service Code. Basically in a nutshell, we as a
non-profit are eligible to apply for the tax credits. Obviously as a nonprofit, we don't need these tax credits. So, we go ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And the tax credits ... let's define those so
people know. That means it's, it's credit off the tax you owe.
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right off the bottom line of the tax.
MR. CARNEY: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Not the income that's calculated for tax but
the actual --
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MR. CARNEY: The bottom line.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: -- tax you owe?
MR. CARNEY: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
MR. CARNEY: So, we would work with a ... one of the ... well there's a
number of companies that are in the business of selling tax credits. An
example would be the National Equity Fund, which is a pretty well-known
company. And so, we would work with, with a company like that and
they would go out and solicit corporations that are interested in buying tax
credits, and to get the best dollar-for-dollar value. And so, we would work
an agreement with some company that is interested in buying these tax
credits. We would sell them to them. What it turns out is they get this tax
credit over a ten-year period every year. In exchange for that, we get the
total value of those ten-years of tax credits up front as equity to purchase
the, the property. And that's, that's the most powerful source of financing
for both developing and acquiring low-income housing projects. You, you
can't do it. Well it's very difficult to do without that and still keep the
rents at the level that you need to keep the rents at. So that's basically the
way it works.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I thank you for explaining that because I
think, Mr. Chair, that's a very important tool that's out there that. I mean,
we could be utilizing more often here in the County. And good for you.
MR. CARNEY: Thank you. Un ... , unfortunately, you know, Hawaii doesn't get
a lot of tax credits. They're allocated by the Federal government on a pro
rata basis, and because we're a small state, we really don't get that much.
But ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Especially Maui County.
MR. CARNEY: Well, right, correct. If this is allocated ... (inaudible) ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, any more questions? If not, thank you, Mr.
Carney.
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MR. CARNEY: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, the next item, Item No.8. This is Malama Na
Makua a Keiki (dba Malama Family Recovery Center). Ms. Gentz.
MS. GENTZ: I believe we have Jud Cunningham here from the organization, and
so I would defer any comments to him.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Cunningham, welcome.
MR. CUNNINGHAM: Good afternoon, Chairman Pontanilla, Members of the
Budget Finance Committee. I'm Jud Cunningham. I'm the chief
executive officer for Malama Na Makua a Keiki also known as Malama
Family Recovery Center. We have received CDBG funds in two previous
years. Our original plan for our facility, located at 388 Ano Street in
Kahului, was to request CDBG funds to make some modest
improvements, you know, electrical, plumbing. Everything's going wrong
with the building.
The building was actually purchased probably seven, eight years ago with
Federal funds, and I think even some CDBG funds, but a lot of problems
with the building infrastructure. So when we did receive some monies
initially, we decided that we needed ... well we had engineers, architects
come in and look at it and say, you know, you really should just build
another building, not try to fix this building. That wouldn't be the best
approach.
So, we came back a second year and you did recommend that we receive
funding for a second year.
In the meantime, we're doing our
environmental assessment and our planning and so on, and the price
skyrocketed on us.
So, we did come back and ask for funding for a third year because of the
We completed the environmental
increased cost of construction.
assessment. There were no major impediments noted to, to us continuing
to replace that existing structure.... (end aftape, start 2B) . .. you don't
know is a ... our, our primary mission is to serve substance-abusing
pregnant and parenting women and their children. We do outreach,
intensive outpatient services that are gender based ... are gender specific
for women.
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And we also do ... have a therapeutic living program on two cottages that
are located on the facility property. So, presently, we're looking at
approximately 3,500 square feet new building there to replace the existing
one, single-story. It's a very large lot, so we're, we're lucky that way.
And probably a cost of ... kind of a revised cost of about 700,000.
So far, I, I think with this additional funds that we're requesting and some
private funds that we have raised, we'd have about $450,000. And you
know, I've spoken to some of you anyway in the past about Aloha House,
and we did put together our entire project for Aloha House coming to the,
to the County to ask for money and CD ... , CDBG, combining them with
private sources, including the Weinberg Foundation, and now they have
come in. And so we're optimistic, very optimistic that this would be a, a
kind of ready-made project for Weinberg as well and that they would
come in for the other 30 percent of the funding. They would just about
make it complete. The probably 40,000-or-so gap funds, we don't feel we
would have any trouble raising from some other sources. So that's kind of
where we're at with that project and hoping to get it going as soon as we
can.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Cunningham. Members, any questions
for the testifier? Seeing none. Thank you very much for being here this
afternoon.
Item No.9 is the CDBG Program Administration. Ms., Ms. Gentz, if you
can explain that.
MS. GENTZ: Thank you. As part of the Federal requirements allow up to 20
percent of the grant be used for program administration. So this year
we're asking for $387,216, which comes to about 18.5.6 percent of the
total appropriation of $2 million.
And this year, we have a additional part-time position that we're using to
address HUD's kind of concern of project continuity. We have a member
of the staff who's retiring and so she's agreed to be part-time and help
with the transition to a new employee. And she specializes in the area of
environmental review and finance so that will aid in the training process,
and to help the new person in the position get up to speed on those
requirements.
The other items are outlined for you and are the operating expenses ... are
a reduction over last year. And in total, we feel that this expenses are
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appropriate and will enable us to meet the needs of the program and fulfill
the Federal requirements.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Gentz. Members, any questions for our
testifier? Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I was just doing some math on the percentage.
Is your total program administration really 18 percent 'cause ...
MS. GENTZ: It's actually 18.56 percent.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Yeah, I, I was just doing just a
simplistically and I came out closer, I guess, to 19 percent. But anyway, I,
I guess, my question is that when I look at rental or look at other cost that
are allocations that are included in the budget. What space is it that we
rent?
MS. GENTZ: The office space is ... we have our offices at the Trask Building so
that would be the rental expense for that ... those offices.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So if we were to, I guess, as part of the
County's contribution to this program, if we were to have our own offices
where we would not have to pay additional expenses or we could absorb
some of those costs as far as, you know, operations would go that would
make additional money available for grant recipients. Is that correct?
MS. GENTZ: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, and, and the only reason I ask that
'cause I know you do an excellent job and I know we've had a lot of
problems in the past with this, but I think to the average person looking at
what the grant amounts were that we're looking at I think there's only one
grant amount that exceeds the operating budget for the administration of
this program. And so the obvious question that we get asked is why the
heck does it cost so much to administer a program because that directly
affects the amount of monies that can be allocated to the recipients? So,
you know, I know it's a rhetorical question but at some point in time,
Mr. Chair, hopefully we'll be able to constrain some of those costs and
make additional monies available. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, any more
questions for CDBG at this time? If not, the last item on the resolution
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concerns the Department of Public Works and Environ . . . mental
Management. And this is for curb ramps at various locations throughout
Maui County. So, we do have Mike Miyamoto here this afternoon.
Ms. Gentz, any comments on that?
MS. GENTZ: Not at this time.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Mr. Miyamoto.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mike Miyamoto, Deputy Director of
Public ... Department of Public Works and Environmental Management.
The proposal you have in front of you is for ... primarily for ADA curb
ramp modifications for the Maunaloa Subdivision on Molokai. We're
looking at doing eight intersections, which amounts to about 23 curb
ramps with an estimated cost of about 20,000 per curb ramp for our
proposed 460,000 proposal. When the roads were accepted, we, we knew
the ramps needed modifications and that's what this funds are gonna be
used to address.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Miya ... , Miyamoto. Members, any
questions? Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Ah, yeah, Mr. Miyamoto, when you
accepted these roads, if you knew that ramps were needed, why didn't you
require Molokai Ranch to put them in as part of their subdivision?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Miyamoto.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Instead of taxpayers paying for it.
MR. MIYAMOTO: I was not present when that discussion occurred in these
Chambers, but if I recall correctly, the roads were ready for dedication a
while back, and due to some failings within the Administration the action
to dedicate those roadways were delayed significant in time and such that
when they did come forward that issue was raised in these Chambers, and
I think the decision was made that due to the lack ... the, the failure on
the Administration's part to, to adopt those roadways many years ago that
we would go ahead and accept those roadways now, and that the County
would then be challenged to fund the improvements.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, I hope that this is a lesson learned and
that in the future the County makes sure that, you know, curbs and ramps
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are in place, and requires the developer to do it so that taxpayers don't
have to pay for it. Thank you, Mike.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions for
Mr. Miyamoto? Okay. Thank you, Mr. Miyamoto. Members, that was
the last item that is being funded by CDBG in their total program. Any
more questions regarding CDBG programs? If not, the Chair would like
to recommend the approval of the revised resolution and the filing of the
County communication.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So move.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Hokama, second by Member
Molina. Any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chainnan, thank you very much. And I, I guess
real, real briefly put, Mr. Chainnan. I wish there was a process where we
could separate out and vote contrary to all or nothing. I think it becomes a
real difficult process for us to not really support specific projects but still
have to support the resolution because it's all or nothing. That to us binds
our hands in being able to look at projects individually for its merit,
Mr. Chainnan. And I find it quite difficult and whether I support it with
reservations or not at this point is of very little consequence because, you
know, reservations mean you supporting it anyhow, but I'm kind of
hoping that we had the opportunity to separate out and vote accordingly. I
think that would've been more fair to us and I think a little more fair to the
applicants themselves. Thank you, Chainnan.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. Member Johnson followed by
Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and, and I know that the pendulum
seems to be swinging the other way. The whole justification for bringing
it forward as a block was to prevent any kind of selection or picking apart
or any kind of conflict or influence on the part of the Council as a political
body. That is why I believe we, we went full scale back, you know, from I
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guess what was the process a while ago that was subject to some criticism
because of, of a variety of reasons. And to comply with HUD's
conditions, to comply with HUD's requirements, and to basically make the
process less subject to criticism because we are the only place, I believe,
in the whole United States that distributes CDBG monies the way that we
do at this, I guess, the local level. Mostly it's all done where the monies
are allocated at the State level. And so this is a very unique animal, but I
believe that part of the reason that this whole process was implemented
was to address HUD's original criticism of some of the past practices that
had been engaged in. So that's my recollection. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I have nothing, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, any more discussion in regards to this
particular item? Ifnot, all in favor of the motion please say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

VOTE:

AYES:

Couucilmember Auderson, Baisa, Johnson,
Mateo, Molina, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama,
and Chair Pontanilla.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Medeiros.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

ADOPTION of proposed resolution; and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let the record show there's eight ayes and one excused.
Thank you very much, Members. Before we go into the second item, and
thank you, Administration, for being here. Ms. Gentz, I, I know this was
your first time being queried by the Council Members. Thank you for a
wonderful job. At this time, the Chair would like to call a five-min ... ,
five-minute break. Let's return at 3:30.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Three-thirty five.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Three-thirty five .... (gavel) . ..

RECESS:
RECONVENE:

ITEM NO. 7:

3:24 p.m.
3:38 p.m.

AMENDING FY 2007 BUDGET (DEPARTMENT OF
WATER SUPPLY( (C.c. No. 07-86)

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... (gavel) . .. Thank you, Members for that recess.
The next item on our agenda this afternoon is BF-7, amending Fiscal Year
2007 Budget for the Department of Water Supply. This is a result of
County Communication No. 07-86, transmitting the following:
a
proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE FISCAL YEAR 2007 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUl AS
IT PERTAINS TO ESTIMATED REVENUES, THE DEPARTMENT OF
WATER SUPPLY, TOTALING OPERATING APPROPRIATIONS,
AND TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS (OPERATING AND CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS)".
And second is Certification of Additional Revenues for Fiscal Year 2007,
dated February 22,2007, from Carryover/Savings, Water Supply Fund, by
$800,000.
The proposed ... the purpose of the proposed bill is to amend the Fiscal
Year 2007 Budget by increasing Carryover/Savings in the Water Supply
Fund by $800,000, from $5,132,821 to $5,932,821; decreasing the
appropriation of the Engineering Program - Water Supply Fund,
Department of Water Supply, by $200,000; and increasing the
appropriation for Plant Operations Program - Water Supply Fund,
Department of Water Supply, by $1 million .. The additional funds are to
provide for unforeseen increases in electricity costs to maintain the
operational needs to pump water to the appropriate community districts.
At this time, the Chair would like to have opening comments by the
Budget Director.
MR. PABLO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Let me give you a little background on the
account of the, of the Department of Water Supply. The subject that we're
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talking about is, is electricity costs for Fiscal Year '07. Originally the
budgeted amount was 9.2 million. In the ... January of this year the
budg ... , the Water Supply Department informed me that the actual costs
through the end of January 31 st was 6.1 million. I ... at that present rate
we see that the Department of Water Supply would not have sufficient
funding to cover electricity before the end of this fiscal year. That is the
reason for this, this requested amendment. If this year's budgeted amount
again is 9.2, the request is for 1.0 million.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, at this time, the Chair would like
to recognize the Budget Director, Mr. Pablo, as well the Director of Water
Supply ... Department of Water Resources, Jeff Eng. Members, are there
any questions for either the Department of Water or the Budget Director?
Member Anderson followed by Member Mateo followed by Member
Molina. You guys got it, right?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. You know, we did, we
did a similar budget amendment last year of 1.4 million to take care of
additional electricity costs. So, my question is ... was it underestimated?
And I, and I know it's an unfair question to you guys because you weren't
here last year. I mean this is a huge increase. A million dollars for
electricity and, and this is only to take us to the end of the fiscal year, to
the end of June. So can you be more specific as to what is attributable to
this? Is this specifically for pumping water Upcountry or can you give us
a more detailed understanding of what the money is gonna actually be
used for?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Either Mr. Pablo or Mr. Eng.
MR. ENG: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Member Anderson, that's a very good
question and that's something that I question myself. Did we in, in
developing the Fiscal Year '07 operating budget ... did we forecast
appropriately or was there some other factor? And I think Mr. Pablo
earlier on too when he first heard this request he conducted an analysis,
and based on his analysis, he did believe that it was forecasted
appropriately. The increase is really based on just unforeseen Maui
Electric electricity cost increases that all of us are ... have been aware of.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, but those increases were last year and
they haven't increased since as far as I know. So there must have been
some miscalculations somewhere.
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MR. ENG: Well, if you look at the, the, the electricity rates, again, this is for
Fiscal Year '07, starting July I, and even last summer and into the fall,
from my experiences electricity rates were climbing still fairly
dramatically. We have in the recent few months seen a, a tapering off.
And so, we were hoping it's going to continue through this fiscal year and
into next year. But, you know, that's something we, we really can't
anticipate even if you look at the price for a, for a bill of oil in this past
week. It seems it's climbed back over 60 bucks a barrel. So, I'm hoping
that's not a trend that we're going to continue seeing.
But there's other factors too probably. Obviously, there was a lot of
pumping Upcountry last summer during the drought period and that was
most likely in, in the later, later part of the summer. We're gonna try to do
our best this coming summer to manage the Upcountry system a little bit
differently. Monitoring the reservoirs better, having certain trigger points,
when to pump, when we can avoid pumping. Just for your information,
we do try to take advantage of some of the off-peak versus peak rates for
some of our larger pumps.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That's good.
MR. ENG: For instance on Molokai at Ualapue, kinda on the East Side there is a
... there's a well pumped there that we operate only on off-peak periods.
Our large pumps at Waihee and Mokuhau, we also don't operate 'em
during the peak periods of 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. The Kamole Weir
Treatment Facility has only three high lift pumps. We also curtail
pumping during those same peak times, 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. And I
know with the anticipated cost of operating Pookela WeB that being our
deepest well and our most expensive to operate. We also will want to
have some kind of agreement with Maui Electric to operate it during
off-peak. And anywhere else in our system where we can take advantage
of, of off-peak pumping and savings we're gonna do so.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Great. Well you anticipated my question
'cause the next one was gonna be, does this additional million doBars
cover Pookela as we're hoping you're gonna start pumping it real soon?
MR. ENG: Yeah, I think that with this request that we will have sufficient
funding to carry us through this fiscal year and with including the
pumping ofPookela.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. And then the 800,000 carryover, Mr.
Chair, my last question, what didn't get built that -MR. ENG: I believe that is-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --provides ... (inaudible) ...
MR. ENG: --is also a projection of, of, of, of actually additional revenue. But we
say like in a form of carryover savings. So really the million dollars is
pretty much offset by this anticipated increase of $800,000 and carryover
savings as well as a decrease of $200,000 in our Engineering Program and
that's a result of our vacant positions. So that accounts for the million
dollars.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So the 200,000 is because you, you couldn't
fill engineering positions?
MR. ENG: Right, we're anticipating we won't be filling certain positions.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But you will as of July I, I hope?
MR. ENG: That's what you're saying. You know, I will trust you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So the 800,000 is, is increased revenue not
so much reflective of a CIP project that didn't. .. (inaudible) ...
MR. ENG: No, it's not related to CIP whatsoever.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
Mr. Eng.

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you,

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you. Ms. Anderson asked the
questions. Thank you.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chair. Good afternoon,
Mr. Eng. And I think, Member Anderson's questions helped to ... and
your response helped to partly answer my question with regards to what
ways you're looking at reducing the energy being used or at what times I
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should say. In terms of the equipment that the Department is using to, for
example, pump water. A lot of this equipment, I mean, is there new
equipment out there that we could look at ... that's much more energy
efficient? Have you looked into that area as well?
MR. ENG: Obviously if there is something available that is lower power
consumer we will take advantage of it. You know, unfortunately to pump
water, it takes huge motors, huge amounts of horsepower, and you know,
right now we're still kinda committed to Maui Electric unfortunately. So,
I believe our, our best effort is to look at how we're operating our
equipment and try to conserve or take advantage of, you know, lower cost
periods. And I think if we get a ... if we can maximize that I think we'd
be in a lot better shape. As far as any alternative energy sources, I think
we're kinda of stuck with what we're doing currently.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So there's no equipment to your knowledge
that can operate on alternative fuels versus, you know, fossil fuel?
MR. ENG: You know, that's actually a, a good thought, I think. You know,
eventually down the road with these alternative energy projects I kind of
envision particularly in some of our more remote wells if we can operate
them eventually off of fuel cells. Of course you need a source of fuel of
some kind of probably hydrogen gas but that technology is happening and
I think it would be highly applicable to our operations.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Molina. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: With regard to alternative energy too because
I know that we have the Kaheawa Wind Farm, I know at least two
households that are personal friends of mine that are off-grid because they
do have wind and solar generation. And I don't know if you have ever
considered, you know, that kind of alternative particularly for remote areas
where even trucking in fuel sometimes can be problematic. I'd certainly
be and I'm sure that the Mayor is interested in moving in that direction.
So I realize you, because of your answer, you really haven't explored that,
but I'd be very interested because I think in some of our areas particularly
where it is very windy Upcountry especially because the pumping costs
are so high, I'd be really very much in favor of exploring that kind of
alternative. Thank you.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Johnson. Members, any more
questions for both Directors or either one of 'em? Seeing none. The
Chair would like to at this time provide the Members with a
recommendation for passage of the proposed bill and the filing of the
communication.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Moved by Chair Hokama, second by Mike Victorino.
Any more discussion, Members? If not, all in favor of the motion please
say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmember Andersou, Baisa, Johnson,
Mateo, Molina, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama,
and Chair Pontauilla.
Noue.
None.
None.
Councilmember Medeiros.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

FIRST READING of proposed bill; and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Let the record show eight ayes and one
excused. Thank you very much, Mr. Eng, Mr. Pablo.

ITEM NO. 15:

APPROVAL OF COST ITEMS FOR BARGAINING
UNIT 11, FIRE FIGHTERS (C.c. No. 07-88)

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. The last item for this afternoon is Item BF-15,
Approval of Cost Items for Bargaining Unit II, Fire Fighter. The
Committee is in receipt of County Communication No. 07-88, from the
Mayor, transmitting the following:
a proposed resolution entitled
"APPROVING COST ITEMS FOR UNIT II, FIRE FIGHTERS"; a
document entitled "COUNTY OF MAUl UNIT 11 SUMMARY OF
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COST ITEMS FY 2007-2008, FISCAL YEAR 2008-09, FY 2009-2010,
FY 2010- 2011"; an arbitration panel's decision and award dated
February 18, 2007.
The purpose of the proposed resolution is to approve the pay adjustments
and fringe benefit costs for bargaining Unit II, Fire Fighters, pursuant to
the arbitration decision and award dated February 8, 2007. Here with us
this afternoon along with Mr. Pablo is Lance ...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Hiromoto.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Hiromoto, the Deputy. At this time, if Mr. Pablo can
give us some comments.
MR. PABLO: I don't have any comments, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much. Also joining us this afternoon is
Mr. Kim from Corporation Counsel this afternoon. Members, any
questions for any of the Administration members that are here this
afternoon? Member Hokarna.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. I think it's quite up front, four
years, 5 percent across the board, another $12 million to the County's
payroll for Fire Department. What I will ask you gentlemen this
afternoon, since it's of concern to me, is regarding the Health Benefits
Trust Fund and your inability to tell us what it's gonna cost this County as
we prepare to meet the requirements and objectives of GASB 45, which is
our unfunded liabilities. This would be part of that equation. So when are
we going to get information of this cost item that is not yet disclosed to
us?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hiromoto or Mr. Pablo, do you have any answers to
Mr. Hokarna's question?
MR. PABLO: Mr. Chair, at this time, I don't have any, any specific response
here to offer to Chair Hokama. But I will, I will be pleased to look for this
information.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Hiromoto.
MR. HIROMOTO: No comment.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: No comment. Mr. Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Maybe if! say this to them may ... , maybe one of the
gentlemen would, would care to give comment. Can you tell this
Committee this afternoon what you . . . what you would estimate as
the . .. a general amount of monies that the County owes this fund
regarding our employees? And, you know, as ... because it's under
fire ... the, the fire component. Mr. Hiromoto, you have a sense what our
obligation is in, in a ballpark number?
MR. HIROMOTO: I'm sorry, I don't, I don't have that figure.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Was that discussed in the nego ... , in the
arbitration talks about what would then be those liabilities of the
County ... (end of tape, start 3A) . .. as part of this settlement?
MR. HIROMOTO: I don't recall any discussions with regard to the, the
health fund portion of the contract. I know at the time that we were
in arbitration the, the health ... the Employee Union Trust Fund had
not come out with its rates yet or had not, I guess, had not
had ... yeah, come out with the vendor rates.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Can you tell us this afternoon if this
trust fund is ... works the same way as the retirement system works
or if it exceeds a certain agreed upon number? Let's say 8 percent is
the benchmark interest. Anything earning more than 8 percent the
State Legislature at times has taken that as the excess and taken it
back into the general fund, which I don't agree since we still not
fully funding our retirement and health programs. So you ... is this
one the same way?
MR. HIROMOTO: Ah, I don't know the answer to that.
Is there a Maui emp ... , employee
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
representative on this trust fund that you know about, Mr. Hiromoto?
MR. HIROMOTO: I'm sorry, I don't know.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Chairman.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I just would state for the record I have a
concern about this Committee not being able to understand the full
degree of this ag ... , agreement. What is up-front is up-front. This is
what we owe our employees through good faith and collective
bargaining and it went through arbitration. So be it I can support it.
But we still deal with this uncertainty of liabilities that we need to
get a grasp on for us to prepare to fiscally manage our budget
responsibly, not only for the employees but for the residents that
depend on our services as well as future CIP improvements. I am
guesstimating, Chairman, that with the retirement and health funds
we are talking in the hundreds of millions of dollars. And how do
we prepare unless we can get ... agree upon what is the potential
impact to this County.
I would ask the Administration that they ... we need your help so
we can properly budget in the upcoming weeks that's coming
quickly.
How do we prepare with this current budget
submittal ... the County to eventually fully fund our obligations in
the retirement and health field areas? Because I would hate for that
to impact our cash flow, Chairman, where we cannot do required
CIP improvements that the community depends on us to provide.
And unless we do so smartly, Chairman, in my estimation the
succeeding Councils would definitely be in a cash flow bind and
limit its options on how to address specific issues. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, any more
questions? Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and this would be something, Mr. Chair,
I think because obviously they couldn't answer Mr. Hokama's questions.
I, I think it might help if we would be able to communicate and send a
letter or something basically asking what happens to the monies, I guess,
in, in other jurisdictions. I can tell you that in oth ... , other associations or
other government entities what will happen is when monies that are
collected for premiums are actually in excess of what is needed. Based on
utilization, there is a rebate generally given or granted back to the, to the
government entity, and then that's distributed either in the form of a
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lowered rate or it's retained and then the adjustment would be made to the
actual cost.
So, I would try to have us look, and I don't know if whether it would be
to, you know, our negotiating team or who it would be to. But I would try
to look at other models of how the money actually is . . . are either
refunded or are reimbursed to the government entities because I think
Council Chair Hokama raises a very good point is that if we're utilizing a
model, I think it would be very helpful. I realize that what's before us is
just ... we're looking at this particular aspect but because it is part of the
overall picture. It's really important. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Johnson. I, I do see our Finance
Director, Mr. Young. If you can provide us with some comment or
response to some of the questions that are being brought forward at this
time.
MR. YOUNG:
Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, Members.
Going back to
Mr. Hokama's question. Sorry, Kalbert Young, Director of Finance.
Going back to Mr. Hokama's earlier question. The State is currently
undertaking the actuarial process for both of those funds. The ERS and
the EUTF to determine the unfunded liability balance. Both of those
funds are quite considerably under funded.
By our estimates the ERS is already looking at in excess of a Statewide in,
in excess of $1 billion under funded. And because of the nature of how
that fund is established none of the jurisdictions know their specific
portion of the unfunded balance. So, I cannot tell you what is Maui's
estimate. But my guesstimate when I look at that unf..., the unfunded
balance and relative to how many employees and retirees Maui's portion
makes up of the entire ERS system, my conservative calculation that our .
. . the Maui's portion will fall somewhere in the $180-to-$250 million
range.
And on the EUTF portion, I'm not certain about if there's any monies
invested for returns in ER, in the EUTF, but for that component, the
actuarial study is not fully completed yet. So, my estimate on that one
would . . . that Maui's portion will probably fall somewhere in the
neighborhood of the $50-to-$125 million range.
My advice is that the County should be prepared that at some point in the
very near future that the unfunded balance component for Maui will fall
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somewhere in the neighborhood of 300 million. So, I hope that answers
Mr. Hokama's question. I, I have nothing else, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Young. Mr. Hokama, if you have any.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, no, I appreciate the candid response from
the Finance Director. I would just say that I, I hope we heard the preface
that this is very preliminary on his part. An actuarial assessment needs to
be done so we can have accurate information of what is our liability. But I
would agree with him. I ... my, my round numbers was 300-plus million.
So, we're not too far apart, Finance Director. But 300 million is a lot of
money, Chairman. A lot of money.
CHAIR PONT ANILLA: It is.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And it is not something that we can ask the Director
of Finance to go write a check today for 300 million to pay our liability to,
to the State. And that is why also, Chairman, it may make sense for us to
look at other ways of, of dealing with our requirements because we have
always pushed to, to fully fund retirement and health. And the Legislature
has been resistant in allow ... , in allowing us, even in the past pre-payment
against future liabilities. They send us back our money and we tried that
in the past. We tried to push for pension bonds to flatten out our expenses.
They've rejected that in the past.
It may make sense in the future, Chairman, and I'll state it now that I
would be very happy to consider that the County of Maui fund its own
retirement and health program. Whether we go through NACo or just
with the sister counties, I'm tired of the State holding us back of doing the
right fiscal practice. Especially with the Governor now asking to raid a
hundred million from the retirement fund further delaying fully funded for
an innovative fund. That is the wrong fund to take it from, Chairman.
These are monies that we owe our current as well as retired employees.
Our obligation that we've agreed to pay and now we're gonna gamble on
this retirement monies. I think that's bad fiscal judgment, Chairman.
Thank you.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, any more
questions or discussion regarding this item? Member Baisa.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Mr. Chair, as a new Member, of course this is a
sobering piece of information to hear. But having been brought up by an
old Portuguese mother and, you know, we come from taking care of our
bills and, and being prudent and spending. It appears to me that the
County of Maui has no extra money. That whatever we have, we better
take good care of because this bill is gonna come due some day. And
maybe in our upcoming budget process we better figure out how to
squirrel some of this away against this 300 million or whatever it turns out
to be.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Baisa. I agree with both you and
Chairman Hokama in regards to, you know, $300 million is a big number.
And we should start now to put away some of those dollars so that we're
not hit, you know, surprisingly by the Federal government. So, Members,
any more discussion? Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeab, I'm trying to stave off a heart attack
here. When is this coming due? Whenever it, whenever it might be?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Young.
MR. YOUNG: Well, well, Ms. Anderson, GASB 45 has set a date. I believe it's
actually 2007. We're currently in, in that window already for all
jurisdictions throughout the entire country to identify how we're
going ... how those jurisdictions will deal with their unfunded balance. It
doesn't say that it must ... we must fund the balance. But we must
identify how we are going to deal with this unfunded liability and we have
been dealing with it if in the same sense.
We have been ... the, the State of Hawaii, the County of Maui, every
single other County in the State has been "dealing" with it since it was
created. The, the very day after they created the system, there was
probably an unfunded balance frankly. And we have been dealing with it
on a pay-as-you-go method and the County pays approximately about in
the neighborhood of $15-to-$20 million. That's our projected bill for
Fiscal Year '08 to pay as you go for on a year-to-year basis to deal with
our contributions for retirees and to pay for our current employees 15-to-20 million. That apparently is not sufficient to meet the actuarial
cost of what lies out there beyond 20-to-25 years.
So GASB 45 doesn't necessarily name a date for us to get fully funded.
But at some point in time very soon, just like Social Security, that's
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another unfunded liability that that's out there. At some point in time, the
governments will have to address how are we gonna fund it, and at what
point are we going to reduce this liability, 'cause the other option is you're
just gonna leave this liability out there and it will continue to grow, and
you will just be content to pay as we go and that's what we have been
doing for the last "X" number of years since ERS was created.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
appreciate that. Thank you.

Thank you for that explanation.

I

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: As part of the actuarial study, are you also
looking at the under funding in the health benefits program?
MR. YOUNG: Both of those programs are State programs. So the State has
contracted actuarial studies as accorded by law to identify the unfunded
balance. So, yes, both of those programs are, are actuarially being
assessed.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Will they be looking at it based on the
comments made by Chair Hokama as far as utilization is concerned? Will
they be looking at it on an island-by-island basis?
MR. YOUNG: That is something that we have ... that the Counties have asked
that this actuarial study be determined by jurisdiction so that the ... that
each jurisdiction can somehow get to some sense of what is their
individual liability. However, that's kind of an exercise that's not
necessarily prudent because the State law does not allow, as Mr. Hokama
mentioned, the State law doesn't allow for any individual jurisdiction to
satisfy their liability separate from any other jurisdiction under the State.
So, for example, Maui County had previously wanted to satisfy its portion
of the liability by paying a little bit extra, extra than our 15-to-20 million a
year, to the ERS so that we could chip away at our liability. Well, the
State law does not allow for the ERS to accept the money nor is the
accounting in that nature to identify what is Maui's specific dollar. So, as
Mr. Hokama mentioned, the funds were returned to Maui because they
couldn't ac ... , as much as the ERS had wanted to accept it, they couldn't
by law. So there's ... it's a bigger issue that needs to ... there's different
components that would need to be addressed before Maui could satisfy its
portion even if it wanted to relative to other jurisdictions in the state.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I, I appreciate that and the only reason I
ask is because when you're looking at actuarial statistics you usually do an
analysis of where are your problems. If health insurance is being
over-utilized, if there's fraud involved, if there's abuse, I mean because
many times the rates are all based on how often people go to the doctor,
who charges what expenses, and then looking at the rate structure. So, for
me, it's really important because that's the only way you actually identify
systemic problems is by looking at the actuarial trends. Looking at
utilization is one of those ways to do it.
So, I would be very interested in seeing if they were going to resist
particularly looking at utilization island-by-island because with health
insurance there's greater accessibility as we all know by the many letters
to the editor. Accessibility to health care on Oahu. Therefore, the trend of
course is going to be for greater utilization because access is easier.
Whereas on the neighbor islands, do we pay for the privilege of having
less access? I mean even just to travel. All those costs are put into the
rate structure that we all pay for. So, I would make a very good case for
actually having it island-by-island for what the utilization actually is for
the health insurance fund. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Johnson. Members, any more
questions for the gentlemen down here? Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Again, it's very
apparent as my colleague, Ms. Baisa, has mentioned being a new Member,
although I had been informed of this with some meetings with other
budget people. That again, goverument has a potentiality to live outside of
its means. To go ahead and put programs together knowing that some day
Peter gotta pay Paul, somebody has to pay the bill, and it's the general
public -- our taxpayers that will do it.
What is Social Security, the retirement fund? It doesn't make a dam
difference. And for a long time, I always had this premise that the private
sector could do a better job until Enron and a couple others came along
and that blew that one out of the water. But you know we have a lot of
people that work hard all their lives and go out and retire and then find out
that there's not enough to take care of what they need to do. And then
they're back in working again. Our fire fighters are a classic example
here. You know, they get a nice raise and all that.
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But again, the question I have is why can't we ever get a system in plaee,
where like our colleague Ms. Johnson just said, that we look it island-byisland even in the cost of living. Our gas is the most highest in the state
and a lot of our, our items are more expensive than any other island, and
yet we get the same basic raise, steps, everything else. Our fire fighters
get the same thing.
Heath care - the issue with health care is very simple. Until and when we
are treated the same as Oahu is in the area of health care and we can get
the quality facilities and staff and, and, and, and support staff that you
need here, we're gonna have the same problem. We gonna have to fly to
Honolulu for everything we need.
And I understand because the insurance world that I have dealt with for
many, many years, and Ms. Johnson can attest to this, the actuaries work
out all these numbers. But when it comes to implementation, it's actually
the doctor because of that word liability. And we talk about that all the
time -liability. Today, doctors that may want just one or two tests for you
because they think, ah that's what must be what's wrong. If they make a
mistake ahh ... it's a big bill called malpractice. So now they tell us you
gotta go through these 20 different tests, right?
So, we have this real dilemma. You know, everything is predicated after
certain things. And I think if you start right from the top beyond all what I
see here is the word liability. We're liable for these debts. We're liable
for what things can happen in the future. We are liable.
But I think if we were to step back and our, our Legislature, they've,
they've been really afraid to take on tort reform. Again, I just ... if you
saw on, I think, was Saturday's news. They refuse to do anything because
they say the courts should decide, you know.
Our courts are
overwhelmed. By the time we make decisions sometimes the courts years
have gone on and then punitive damage sometimes is substantial.
What I'm trying to get is, gentlemen, Peter has to pay Paul whether it's an
old Portuguese lady, new people moving here. The bills are gonna have to
be paid so we gonna have to start looking at it now. But most importantly,
and I think, we're gonna have to, and I agree with my colleague
Mr. Hokama, maybe it's time we say no mas from the State. May be we
ought to go on our own. I hate to say that but maybe we can do a better
job with home rule. And I think that's something that the public is
clamoring for right now. They want more control and be more cost
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effective. Having guys in Oahu sometimes don't seem to do it for us.
Thank you, Mr. Chair. That was never a question in there. It was just
more of a statement because I was sick and tired of hearing everything I
heard today.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. You speak very well with
your job, job that was done on it too.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I went save, I went save my whole thing.
The whole day I waited for this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Anyway, Members, we're gonna be discussing the ERS
as well as the EUTF and the under funding of those funds when we do
discuss the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget. So, we'll still continue to discuss
this thing, see how we can chip at this $300 million deficit that we
probably have in regards to supporting our retirees as, as well as our
existing employees. Members, any more discussion? If not, the Chair
would like to recommend the adoption of the proposed resolution and the
filing of the County communication.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Hokama, second by Member
Johnson. Members, any more discussion? If not, all in favor of the
motion please say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

VOTE:

AYES:

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:

Councilmember Anderson, Baisa, Johnson,
Mateo, Molina, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama,
and Chair Pontanilla.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Medeiros.

MOTION CARRIED.
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ACTION:

ADOPTION
of
communication.

resolution;

and

FILING

of

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much. Let the record show eight ayes,
one excused. Members, do you have any communications that you, you
wanna say at this time? Thank you very much. This meeting is
adjourned .... (gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

4:19 p.m.

APPROVED:

bf:min:070312

Transcribed by: Dclfey Fernandez
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